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The genomic sequences of a huge number of species have 
been determined. Typically, these genome sequences and the 
associated annotation data are accessed through Internet-based 
genome browsers that offer a user-friendly interface. Intelligent 
use of the data should expedite biological knowledge disco-
very. Such activity is collectively called data mining and in-
volves queries that can be simple, complex, and even 
combinational. Various tools have been developed to make 
genome data mining available to computational and ex-
perimental biologists alike. In this mini-review, some tools that 
have proven successful will be introduced along with exam-
ples taken from published reports. [BMB reports 2008; 41(11): 
757-764]

Introduction

Having a genome sequence of an organism is like having a 
blueprint of its life phenomena, even if the instructions in-
scribed in the genome are not yet fully understood. Ever since 
the first viral genome sequence, that of phiX-174, was ob-
tained in 1977 (1), the quest to sequence ever-larger genome 
sequences has been intense, and has been enabled by the ad-
vancement of sequencing technologies and related bio-
informatic methods. During the 1990s, when the Human 
Genome Project was initiated, the genome sequences of vari-
ous prokaryotes and smaller model organisms such as yeast 
(2), Caenorhabditis elegans (3), and fruitfly (4) were completed. 
These projects paved the way for the completion of the human 
genome sequence, which was published in draft form in 2000 
(5, 6), and in its completed form in 2003 (7). Since then, major 
organisms from all domains of life have been sequenced (8) 
and comparative genomic studies flourished (9-11). The result 
has been a deeper understanding of life phenomena, which is 
the ultimate goal of biology. 
    However, genome sequences alone do not make much 
sense to typical biologists working at the molecular level. 

Rather, each portion of a genome sequence should be prop-
erly 'annotated'. This is akin to underlining a sentence or a 
phrase in a book and footnoting its meaning in a plain and un-
derstandable language. Annotation may include tagging the 
positions or the extent of genes and markers along the genome 
sequence. Recognizing the importance of easy access to the 
genome sequence and annotation, the Human Genome 
Consortium has published a user's guide to three major human 
genome browsers (12): the University of California at Santa 
Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/; 13), 
the National Center for Biotechnology Information's Map-
Viewer (14), and the Ensembl Genome Browser developed in 
a joint project between the European Molecular Biology 
Laboratory-European Bioinformatics Institute and the Sanger 
Institute (http://www.emsembl.org; 15). Table 1 summarizes 
the scenarios of their use. 
    As far as human sequences, be they nucleotide or protein, 
are concerned, research practice has been changed. As an ex-
ample, in the past the standard practice upon the cloning of a 
portion of a seemingly human transcript and sequencing 
500bp of the 3'-end involved comparison of the sequence 
with known human genes using BLASTN or known proteins 
using BLASTX. Now, with the knowledge of the entire genome 
sequence, the deduced sequence can be mapped to the ge-
nome within seconds using specialized sequence alignment 
programs such as BLAT (16). The user can then display the ge-
nomic region where the sequence was just mapped to identify 
other known genes assigned to the same region. If the map-
ping range of the deduced sequence overlaps with that of a 
known gene, a detailed comparison in terms of exon positions 
and splicing patterns can be undertaken. If no sequence over-
lap is present, the region can be checked to see if any ex-
pressed sequence tag (EST) spans the region. If several ESTs are 
found, their assembly can extend the transcript, perhaps to a 
full-length sequence. Finally, the result of the sequence analy-
ses can be the discovery of a novel transcript. 
    The annotation information offered by a typical genome 
browser can be categorized as gene-related and non-gene- 
related. Gene-related information includes gene structures 
such as exons and introns as well as 5'-upstream and 3'-down-
stream regions. By mapping all the mRNA transcripts derived 
from a gene, the variety of alternative splicings can be inferred. 
ESTs mapped to the genome are useful in validating the tran-
scription potential of the genomic region. For example, gene 
prediction based on computational algorithms alone might be 
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Categoryb Questionc Pagesd 

Gene structure How does one find a gene of interest and determine that gene's structure? Once the gene has been 
located on the map, how does one easily examine other genes in that same region?

  9 ∼ 17

Genome features How can sequence-tagged sites within a DNA sequence be identified? 18 ∼ 20

Gene prediction During a positional cloning project aimed at finding a human disease gene, linkage data have been 
obtained suggesting thatthe gene of interest lies between two sequence-tagged site markers. How 
can all the known and predicted candidate genes in this interval be identified? What bacterial artifi-
cial chromosome clones cover that particular region?

21 ∼ 28

SNP A user wishesto find all the single nucleotide polymorphisms that lie between two sequence-tagged 
sites. Do any of these single nucleotide polymorphisms fall within the coding region of a gene? 
Where can any additional information about the function of these genes be found?

29 ∼ 32

BLAT genome mapping Given a fragment of mRNA sequence, how would one find where that piece of DNA mapped in 
the human genome? Once its position has been determined, how would one find alternatively 
spliced transcripts?

33 ∼ 39

Downloading How would one retrieve the sequence of a gene, along with all annotated exons and introns, as 
well as a certain number of flanking bases for use in primer design?

40 ∼ 43

Gene structure, promoter regions How would an investigator easily find compiled information describing the structure of a gene of 
interest? Is it possible to obtain the sequence of any putative promoter regions?

44 ∼ 48

Gene family How can one find all the members of a human gene family? 49 ∼ 52

Custom data integration Are there ways to customize displays and designate preferences? Can tracks or features be added to 
displays by users on the basis of their own research?

53 ∼ 56

Protein/domain similarity For a given protein, how can one determine whether it contains any functional domains of interest? 
What other proteins contain the same functional domains as this protein? How can one determine 
whether there is a similarity to other proteins, not only at the sequence level, but also at the struc-
tural level?

57 ∼ 62

Mouse orthologs An investigator has identified and cloned a human gene, but no corresponding mouse ortholog has 
yet been identified. How can a mouse genomic sequence with similarity to the human gene se-
quence be retrieved?

63 ∼ 65

Mouse phenotypes How does a user find characterized mouse mutants corresponding to human genes? 66 ∼ 69

Mouse genome A user has identified an interesting phenotype in a mouse model and has been able to narrow 
down the critical region for the responsible gene to approximately 0.5 cM. How does one find the 
mouse genes in this region? 

70 ∼ 73

aURL:http://www.nature.com/ng/journal/v32/n1s/index.html
b,cThe potential scenarios of the genome browser application are given in terms of questions that are categorized by key concept
dPage numbers of the articles in the Nature Genetics Supplementary issue

Table 1. A list of 13 query scenarios summarized from the Nature Genetics supplementary issue on human genome browser user's guide (12)a

supported by the EST evidences. Markers such as sequence 
tagged sites (STSs) and single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs) are not necessarily gene-related and their mapping in-
formation is useful in dissecting genetic linkages. Genome- 
wide alignments of related species are produced without con-
sideration of genic locations and discern highly conserved re-
gions from non-conserved regions (17). Exons and regulatory 
elements usually stand out from such alignments. The ge-
nome-wide results of either experimental scanning or compu-
tational analysis can be plotted along the genome sequence. 
The ENCyclopedia Of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project is 
producing genome-wide information such as transcription po-
tentials, transcription factor bindings, and DNAse I hyper-
sensitive sites (18). 
    Users can take advantage of such diverse annotation in-

formation once a genomic region of interest is located. This in-
tegrated view may be helpful in interpreting one's own ex-
perimental results. Genome browsers act as a vehicle for in-
tegrating a variety of molecular biological information, en-
abling the probing for genomic regions that meet the pre-
scribed criteria. This task is a part of data mining. For example, 
searches can be conducted for candidate novel human tran-
scripts by looking for human genomic regions where ESTs are 
mapped and well conserved in the mouse genome, but where 
currently no known human mRNAs are mapped. This sort of 
data mining used to be a realm of skilled bioinformaticians 
who were solely capable of downloading the huge amounts of 
genomic annotation data and writing the host of script com-
puter programs that could perform the analyses. Recent devel-
opments in genome browsers have simplified these tasks to the 
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Featurea UCSC Genome Browserb Ensembl Genome Browserc 

Number of organisms hostedby 
 the browser 

47 eukaryotes 
ㆍ14 mammals
ㆍ10 other vertebrates
ㆍ3 deuterostomes
ㆍ13 insects
ㆍ6 nematodes
ㆍ1 fungus

39 eukaryotes
ㆍ25 mammals
ㆍ7 other vertebrates
ㆍ2 chodates
ㆍ3 insects
ㆍ1 nematode
ㆍ1 fungus

Genome-wide comparisons 
 between species 

28-way genome alignmentsd multi-genome alignments, synteny blocks 

Gene-by-gene orthologs/paralogs orthology over 6 model organisms orthology/paralogy over all the organisms in 
the project based on TreeBeSTe 

Functional data types that can be viewed 
 alongside genome sequence

gene expression, protein motifs, ENCODE dataf gene expression, protein motifs, regulatory 
elements via DASg

Methods for mining and bulk 
 sequence downloading

Gene Sorter and Table Browser BioMart 

Supported by Galaxy for batch analysis? yes yes 

Integration with R/Bioconductor for 
 mining and advanced statistical analysis

- biomaRt 

aOnly the distinctive features are given.
bURL: http://genome.ucsc.edu
cURL: http://www.ensembl.org
dMulitple genome alignment involving 28 organisms are provided (Miller et al. 28-Way vertebrate alignment and conservation track in the UCSC 
Genome Browser. Genome Res. 2007 Dec; 17(12): 1797-808.)
eURL:(http://www.ensembl.org/info/about/docs/compara/homology_method.html)
fGenome-wide scanning data generated by ENCODE project are deposited and integrated with UCSC Genome Browser.
gThe Distributed Annotation System, a computer networking protocol that allows a number of servers can exchange annotation data without human 
intervention.

Table 2. Two genome browsers and their relevant data mining methods. 

point where success requires only a few computer mouse-en-
abled commands. Data mining can now be done without writ-
ing a single script. The power of the bioinformatics approach 
has been increased still further with the seamless integration 
with a statistical package such as R/Bioconductor (19). Recent 
reports that have utilized these tools (20, 21) have provided a 
comprehensive approach concerning functionality by provid-
ing technical details. The present mini-review takes a different 
tack, examining these genome data mining tools from the us-
er's perspective and surveying their real world applications. 

Overview of genome data mining methods 
There can be three levels of genome data mining. The simplest 
is an in-depth analysis of the result from a single query using a 
genome browser. In this level, one may start with a gene or 
marker name, or by mapping a sequence to the genome. Cross 
comparison of various annotation 'tracks' may help make 
sense of the query region. This is the most popular use of any 
genome browser. Table 2 highlights some of the most distinct 
features offered by the UCSC and Ensembl genome browsers. 
The next level of mining involves selecting a set of genes or 
genomic loci that meet a prescribed criterion or combination 
of criteria, followed by downloading the relevant data off the 

browser and performing subsequent in-depth analysis using lo-
cally developed script programs. The two aforementioned 
browsers offer sister programs that enable the querying and 
downloading of genomic data: Gene Sorter (22) and Table 
Browser (23) from the UCSC Genome Browser, and BioMart 
(24) in association with the Ensembl Genome Browser. The 
need for writing a script to process and analyze the down-
loaded data is largely alleviated by the recent introduction of 
Galaxy, a web-based system for genome data mining, which 
couples querying and analysis seamlessly (25). For a more de-
tailed and complicated downstream analysis, batch processing 
and tighter integration with a statistical package such as 
R/Bioconductor (19) may be desirable. An example is biomaRt 
(26), a newly introduced R module for accessing Ensembl 
data.

Genome browser-based single query methods 
The UCSC Genome Browser and Ensembl Genome Browser 
are the most popular human genome browsers. As mentioned 
above, any genome browser offers a straightforward means to 
check whether the current genomic region is mapped by any 
ESTs or conserved in other vertebrate genomes. Browsers in-
cluding the UCSC and Ensembl varieties are now capable of 
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displaying various genome-wide experimental data along with 
gene structures. For example, if a computational gene pre-
diction algorithm gives a high score to a region where no cur-
rently known gene is mapped but a relatively high conser-
vation among vertebrates is noted, it is worth checking wheth-
er genome tiling microarray experiments offers hints concern-
ing the transcription potential of the genomic region. Con-
served segments found upstream of a gene's transcription start 
site could be regulatory elements. Their potential can be in-
ferred from a chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experi-
ment, analyzed with genome tiling microarrays or by direct 
sequencing. The aforementioned browsers now host several 
such genome-wide scanning data that can be used as referen-
ces.  
    There is not much difference in terms of functionality be-
tween these browsers and user preference usually results from 
user familiarity with the browser's ability to perform the chos-
en tasks. Some users prefer the UCSC Genome Browser for its 
faster response with intuitive interface and broader spectra of 
third-party annotation and prediction results served along with 
the genome sequence. The ENCODE project chose the UCSC 
Genome Browser as their exclusive repository of genome-wide 
scanning data (27). On the other hand, the Ensembl Genome 
Browser was initially designed to display the gene prediction 
results from the automatic human genome annotation project, 
Ensembl (28). As their gene prediction pipeline gathered and 
weighed the evidence at the level of transcripts and translation 
products, the hierarchical links between genomic DNA to 
mRNA and between alternatively spliced transcripts and trans-
lated proteins are explicitly followed. As the Ensembl pipeline 
has been extended to cover not only human but also many 
other eukaryotic organisms, the orthlogous and paralogous re-
lationships among these annotated genes (29) have also been 
well-integrated into the browser databases. Another interesting 
feature of the Ensembl Genome Browser is that one can specif-
ically query protein family names and mark the loci of the 
genes whose products belong to the family. 
    Both browsers support the functions for downloading se-
quences of functional elements of a user-specified gene such 
as exons, introns and 5'-/3'-UTRs, as well as 5'-upstream and 
3'-downstream of the genic extent. The downloaded non-exon-
ic sequences may then be used in a search for regulatory 
elements. 

Mining and bulk downloading tools 

The UCSC Genome Browser and Ensembl Genome Browser, 
while successfully meeting many users' needs, do not support 
data mining directly. Sometimes the intent is to look for genes 
or genomic regions that meet certain criteria in terms of the 
various annotation data. For example, human-specific G-pro-
tein-coupled receptors (GPCR) can be sought by consulting 
two kinds of information: protein function or gene ontology 
data and multi-species alignments. As the databases from both 

genome browsers can be freely downloaded (30), an experi-
enced bioinformatician can install them locally and mine them 
using a database query language such as SQL, or can write 
script programs to manipulate the data. However, the genomic 
databases tend to be too big to be handled properly on a desk-
top computer, and their information content tends to be too 
complex to be easily deciphered. In this regard, the sister pro-
gram or browser for each genome browser is very useful. 
    The Gene Sorter that is an inherent component of the UCSC 
Genome Browser allows the selection of genes based on cri-
teria such as gene expression profile, protein similarity to other 
species, protein domains, and gene ontology terms. For exam-
ple, one may look for human genes that are over-expressed in 
the brain and that are related to transcription function. The 
UCSC Genome Browser serves a dataset named 'GNF Atlas2', 
which is a result of gene expression survey of 79 human tis-
sues and cell lines using Affymetrix GeneChips (31). A Gene 
Sorter filtering process and application of Gene Ontology 
terms that included "transcription" has revealed 29 human 
genes that exhibited more than a 4-fold over-expression in 
'whole brain' tissue. Alternatively, the same degree of data 
mining can result from downloading the microarray dataset 
and analyzing it with a software package for expression data 
analysis. Given this alternative, one can legitimately question 
the need for the use of Gene Sorter. The need is in the future 
level of data analysis; filtering the gene list further by addi-
tional criteria such as the presence of coding SNPs or orthol-
ogy with genes in model organisms such as mouse, rat, and 
fruitfly is most easily accomplished with Gene Sorter. We refer 
the reader to Supplementary Fig. 1 for a step-by-step procedure 
of the exemplary analysis with screenshots concerning the re-
sulting list of genes, protein, mRNA, or promoter sequences 
that can be downloaded for follow-up analysis. 
    The UCSC Genome Browser offers another utility tool 
called Table Browser (23), which allows queries of the under-
lying database structure of the Genome Browser based on 
knowledge of the fields in each database table. It is also possi-
ble to intersect two tables based on the so-called 'primary' key 
or overlap in genomic coordinates. The official user's guide for 
the UCSC Genome Browser demonstrates Table Browser's utility 
with the following example (http://www.openhelix.com/down-
loads/ucsc/ucscslides2bDL.shtml). As a practical example, sup-
pose that the intent is to find simple tandem repeats that occur 
within 'known' gene boundaries and focus on the repeats with 
more than 10 copies. This can be easily accomplished with 
Table Browser, first by choosing the 'simpleRepeats' table 
from the 'Variation and Repeats' group of the database, and 
then setting the filter to 'greater than 10 copies'. In order to 
constraint the list to those repeats located within gene bounda-
ries, it is necessary to impose an intersection with the 'UCSC 
Genes' table of the 'Genes and Gene Prediction' group. For 
the resulting list of repeats, one may choose to download the 
sequences with extra base pairs padded upstream or down-
stream, or to display the repeats one by one on the browser. 
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For more examples on the use of Gene Sorter and Table 
Browser, view the hands-on exercises at http://www.openhelix. 
com/downloads/ucsc/UCSC_exercises_V12b.pdf. A literature 
survey of the recent applications of Table Browser is summar-
ized in Supplementary Table 1. 
    The Ensembl Browser team has approached this issue of 
mining and bulk data downloading from a different aspect. 
Instead of developing utility software packages that access the 
same underlying databases, the databases were reorganized for 
easier and more intuitive mining (24). BioMart is a data mining 
system that has been specifically developed with such goals. 
With BioMart, the data mining of the Ensembl annotation data-
set is a three-step process. The first step involves turning on or 
off a number of filters on genes. The second step is the se-
lection of a series of 'attributes' that are to be listed in the 
result. The third step is the browsing of the result on the screen 
or the downloading of it as a file. The filters implemented in 
BioMart are so comprehensive that every imaginable combina-
tion of criteria can be applied. For example, genes can be re-
stricted regionally to certain chromosomal loci or between 
markers while simultaneously the status of annotation on the 
genes can play a role by either including or excluding either 
known or novel genes. Ensembl annotates the genes predicted 
from the genome sequence from the following aspects: Gene 
Ontology terms, gene expression profiles, orthology/paralogy 
with other species, protein domains, protein topologies, and 
the type of SNPs within the gene. A simple scenario of data 
mining with BioMart would be to select every 'novel' gene 
having transmembrane domains, which requires two mouse 
clicks. A little more complex query might be to list all the 'no-
vel' human genes having a Gene Ontology term description of 
'transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase activity' 
(GO:0004714), but without mouse orthologs. This query con-
sults the annotation results from two additional sources: Gene 
Ontology mapping and multi-species homology comparisons. 
In this example, execution of the query with the current 
Ensembl data (Release 50) yielded 78 hits out of 36,396 genes. 
For the resulting list of genes, gene names and accession num-
bers of other databases can be displayed or the sequences can 
be downloaded in FASTA format. A number of recent liter-
ature examples that have used BioMart with Ensembl annota-
tion data (Supplementary Table 1). For example, BioMart was 
used to download the 3'-UTR sequences of human, mouse 
and rat genes along with homology information, cross-refer-
ences to NCBI databases and Gene Ontology terms (32). The 
downloaded sequences were then scanned using their own 
program for the presence of AU-rich elements, a major mRNA 
destabilization determinant.

Batch analysis tools 
The tools discussed so far do not support any on-line analysis 
functions directly. Data must be downloaded and processed 
locally using a script program, statistical package or bio-
informatic tool. There are now alternatives that support data 

mining either through web browsers or via integration with 
statistical systems such as R/Bioconductor (19). Galaxy (25) is 
a particularly interesting system that supports queries of ge-
nome databases through UCSC Table Browser or Ensembl 
BioMart, and storage of the results on the server remotely as 
private datasets. Various manipulations of the stored datasets 
are possible. For example, set operations such as intersection, 
subtraction, merge and concatenation of datasets are web-sup-
ported, in addition to filtering and sorting. One of the most 
unique features that is relevant to genome data mining is the 
ability to handle genomic intervals by doing set operations in 
terms of intervals. For example, assume that the intent is to 
identify repeats that partially or fully overlap with some exons. 
The first dataset would be the genomic regions of all repeats, 
while the second dataset would then be the loci of all the 
exons. Each dataset ought to be organized as a list of genomic 
intervals, each of which consists of chromosome number, 
starting base position and ending base position. Checking 
whether one interval from the first dataset overlaps with any of 
the other datasets can be invoked by a few mouse clicks. This 
approach was done to compile transposable elements (TEs) 
found within a protein-coding or microRNA gene region (33). 
In order to study the influence of the insertions into eukaryotic 
genomes during evolution on the shapes of the transcriptomes, 
their locations relative to gene structures such as exons, in-
trons, UTRs, and putative proximal promoters were considered. 
The authors downloaded a bulk of raw data from the UCSC 
Genome Browser database using Table Browser. To compare 
exon by exon for potential exonization and splicing inter-
ruption, a list of exons was necessary. The use of Galaxy was 
helpful in prompting the querying of Table Browser, con-
version of the gene list into an exon list using a built-in func-
tion, and, finally, comparison of the overlap of the TEs with 
the exons in terms of genomic positions. The developers pro-
vide more specific examples of analyzing ENCODE data, dem-
onstrated in video clips for easier learning (34), which include 
how to find promoters under relaxed selective constraint or 
genes having DNAse I hypersensitive sites at their 5-end 
(http://galaxy.psu.edu/screencasts.html). 
    Genome data mining often involves lengthy analysis that 
runs over many days or complex queries that are created by 
stitching together several different processes. Galaxy supports 
the ability to store the resulting datasets on their server pri-
vately and to share them with designated collaborators, and 
the functionality to convert the history of analysis procedure 
into a workflow that can be reused with different input 
datasets. 
    Galaxy directly supports only simple arithmetic operations 
and basic plotting with the datasets, not sophisticated stat-
istical analyses, although a locally developed program can be 
plugged into Galaxy. A recently introduced R module known 
as biomaRt (26) enables direct access to Ensembl BioMart da-
tabases (24) from the statistical package R and its bio-data anal-
ysis environment, Bioconductor (19). R permits access through 
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a uniform interface to a host of advanced statistical analysis al-
gorithms written by an open source community of domain 
experts. It also supports scripting so that the whole procedure 
can be individually tailored and looped through complex anal-
ysis cycles. Not surprisingly, the bioinformatics community 
has embraced R and created Bioconductor, an environment for 
bioinformatics analysis on top of R. An exemplary R command 
for retrieving a list of human 'novel' genes with trans-
membrane domains is as simple as: 
 

getBM (attributes = c ("ensembl_gene_id", "description"), 
filters = c ("status","with_transmembrane_domain"), 
values = list (c ("NOVEL"), c (T)), 
mart = useMart ("ensembl", 
dataset = "hsapiens_gene_ensembl")) 

  
where ‘attributes’ define the data items to retrieve, and the 
combination of ‘filters’ and ‘values’ define the filtering field 
names and the corresponding values. The resulting object can 
be treated as any other R object for further analysis or com-
pared with the result of another round of biomaRt querying. 

Future prospects 

Completion of the Human Genome Project immediately cre-
ated the need for the next generation sequencing technologies 
capable of resequencing mammalian genomes at a cost of ap-
proximately US$1,000 (35), about four orders of magnitude 
cheaper than the conventional Sanger method. This need was 
reflected in grant competitions funded by the United States 
National Institutes of Health (http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/ 
rfa-files/RFA-HG-04-003.html) that culminated in several re-
search projects (36). The outcome to date has been the sequenc-
ing of several individuals' genomes (37-39). Earlier this year, an 
international research consortium announced the 1,000 Ge-
nome Project (http://www.1000genomes.org/), the object being 
to resequence the genomes of 1,000 individuals selected from 
around the world. With such a deep coverage, an unprece-
dented catalog of human sequence variation will be possible. 
Inexpensive sequencing will also bring about routine sequenc-
ing of many more organisms. With the advent of various omics 
technologies, high throughput genome-wide scanning data will 
also flourish. The inevitable result will be an even-greater flood 
of data; bioinformatic analysis will continue to be the rate-limit-
ing step for fruitful use of the data (40). While the current ad-
vancement in bioinformatics to bring the genome data mining 
to bench biologists may look promising, the integration of the 
tsunami of heterogeneous omics data to enable mining by ev-
eryone will present a formidable challenge.

Supplementary Meterials
A figure and a table are available at the BMB reports website 
(http://bmbreports.org)
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